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Using the Documentation
This documentation uses bold formatting to highlight every key aspect.
Someone, who is either familiar with Hold’em Poker, Poker Math or with a
preceding version of iRuleThem, might prefer to only fly over the words in
bold. When doing so, he receives a fast overview about anything important.
Only in case there’re unanswered aspects left, he should dive into the subject.

Fitting for all iOS devices
All the images from the documentation have been created by use of an iPhone 5,
running Apple’s iOS v6.1.3. Note: There’re some GUI distinctions between
various kinds of devices. Indeed the size and position of GUI elements may be
varying on each device type, but the name and overall handling of all the interface
elements remain the same. Therefore the documentation of iRuleThem is almost
device independent.
The setup on-screen navigation is only needed with iPhone/iPod Touch devices.
The screen of the iPad is big enough for displaying the entire application setup
specification area. Aside from that, the button to enter the configuration has been relocated to the navigation bar at the bottom of the screen. Next to the Config. label,
there’s the new location of simulation activity indicator, which features another button.
Both buttons abort a running simulation immediately; whereas in addition the first one
opens the configuration. Attached to the iRuleThem logo is the blue information
button, which provides the PDF online documentation of the application iRuleThem.

App Version of iRuleThem


v4.0

Minimum OS requirement:


iOS 6.0

Supported are:





iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4, iPhone 4S, iPhone 5
iPod Touch 4th Gen., iPod Touch 5th Gen.
iPad 2, iPad 3, iPad 4
iPad mini

Tutorial for Beginners
At the poker table everything begins with a 52-card deck... In Hold’em Poker the
dealer hands out two cards face down for each player. These two individual cards or
hidden cards are referred to as hole cards, pocket cards, or starting hand. For
short, these two cards are simply called hand.
Normally, there’s a tendency that only the starting hands that are good enough
remain in play. On a table with only tight and aggressive players, theoretically,
only the best of the dealt hands would compete against others. That’s because
of the whole betting process of no limit Hold’em.
The hand’s strength is from a statistical point of view derived from the number
of players at the table. More precisely, it’s the number of opponents around the
table that is indicating how good (or bad) the strongest expected holding is,
considered on average.
This information is as relevant as your opponent’s preceding wagering,
experienced playing behaviour (playing style), as well as hand history
(opponent’s Showdown hands) all together.
When playing from the first position (called Under the Gun UTG) this data is all you
get for your decision on how to precede. Therefore you can’t learn what your
opponents will do with their holdings in advance.
Seat and Game Positions
At the 10-player table there exists 10 different seat positions for every gamer.
Furthermore there’re always 3 special buttons associated to three seat
locations one another. It’s always starting at a random seat location. The first
special seat at the table is the Dealer-Position (D), followed on the left-hand
side by the Small Blind-Position (SB) and ending with the Big Blind-Position
(BB), located at the next following seat. The sequence is always understood
clock-wisely. Every special button jumps to the next following seat position,
whenever the next hand is dealt.
Big Blind and Small Blind Positions
The Big Blind-Button indicates which player must give the full obligation bet
(Big Blind Bet), and the Small Blind-Button points to the player that must spent
only half of that obligation bet (Small Blind Bet) – all before the game even
starts. When it begins (Pre-Flop) the first player to act is following right after
the Big Blind. The last one to decide is therefore the player in Big Blind. After
the first stage of the game Community cards were dealt (Post-Flop), and the
first to decide is switched to the player (following) nearest to the Small BlindPosition. The last one stays nearest (before) to the Dealer-Button. Having that
Dealer-Button Position is therefore the game’s preferred seat location.

Your first decision is either Call/Raise the bet or Fold the hand. It’s primarily
based on the hand’s inherent value (its share of winning the game), and
secondarily on the previous and on-going action. With other words, based on
your playing position and opponent classification (between loose and tight), the
wagering should give you enough advice for estimating your relative chance. A poker
player says that he has position over an opponent, when he decides after that
particular opponent. He’s therefore aware, how much his opposition bets before
making his own conclusion. This is an advantage that is very often used for stealing
the pot (without a valuable hand).
After receiving Kings on Pre-Flop the number of opponents deciding beforehand
(based on their playing position) becomes nonrelevant. This is directly related to the
fact that this is a monster hand. Otherwise having just a drawing hand like KQ, KJ,
KT, QJ, JT – in all suited and off-suit variations – the position and betting history
becomes very significant.
Subsequently, the game’s dealer draws three cards face up on the table: that’s the
Flop. Thereafter, he places another one face up: called the Turn. Finally, it all ends
with the last face up card: known as the River. After each round or stage (Pre-Flop,
Post-Flop, Turn, River), involved players make their game decisions (Fold, Check,
Call, or Raise). Therefore everybody could place his wager for the current stage or
give up. In case the given bet gets increased, everyone remaining receives (again)
the option to re-raise, call the open bet amount, or fold his holding.
The winner is …
The stage’s winner achieves the best 5-card poker hand, combined by using his
pocket cards and the currently given portion of the board (face up Community cards).
Normally, the leader should better be protecting his strong holding by betting high
enough. This aggression is in most cases absolutely essential to eliminate as many
opponents as possible. By doing so, it also decreases the risk by getting beaten by a
later made hand!
All the hands you consider to play are ultimately depending on the pre-flop
wagering and your own position. It’s nice to consider two playing cases:
Normal case / Raise case… A bet that is equal or bigger than 3 times the Big
Blind is for most table a very precise differentiator for a raise (threshold). But
it’s up to you to define another bet amount that fits better the way of playing at
the table.

Poker Hand Rankings of
5-Card Hand Combination (weakest to strongest)
High Card
In case no other (better ranked)
hand combination is in play the
highest 5-card combination wins.
This combination might contain
any variations of straight or/and
flush draws.
Showdown Hand: As, Kd, Js, Th, 7h

One Pair
After no stronger hand
combination has been submitted
the highest value pair wins. If
multiple combinations share the
same pair value, the highest
Kicker card value determines the
winning hand. But the Kicker is
only of relevance when its value
is high enough for being chosen
to create the 5-card Showdown
hand combination.

Showdown Hand: Qh, Qd, Kc, 9c, 8d

Two Pair
When no better ranked hand
combination is given the highest
value of both pairs wins. If
multiple higher pairs are equal
the lower pair value determines.
Furthermore the Kicker card
value is only relevant when it has
a higher value than every other
card from the board. Otherwise
these Showdown hands are
equivalent (tied between winning
hands).

Showdown Hand: 6c, 6h, 4h, 4c, Ad

Three of a Kind
If there’s no better hand
combination in play the highest
three cards with same value
wins. In case the three cards
value is equal for multiple hands
the Kicker card value chooses
the winner (here it’s only about
non paired hands). After there’s a
Showdown Hand: Jc, Jh, Js, Qc, 8c
Three of a Kind on the Board,
both pocket cards can become
relevant as the Kicker.

Straight Draw
Basically for most case a High
Card hand with the developing
potential to a Straight hand.
Furthermore it can be any hand
combination that’s lower ranked
than a Straight that offers
drawing to such a hand
combination.

Drawing Hand: As, Kc, Qh, Th

Straight
While no better hand
combination is available the
highest five cards with
sequentially decreasing values
wins. These 5 cards are of
multiple suits; therefore it isn’t a
Straight Flush hand.
Showdown Hand: As, Kc, Qh, Jh, Th

Flush Draw
In essence frequently a High
Card hand with the developing
potential to a Flush hand. In
addition it can be any lower
ranked hand category with the
drawing option to a flush hand.
Drawing Hand: Ah, 8h, 3h, 2h

Flush
After nobody has received a
better hand combination the
highest five cards of the same
suit wins. These cards aren’t of
sequential values, what would
create a Straight Flush.
Showdown Hand: Ah, Qh, 8h, 3h, 2h

Full House
Meaning three cards of the same
value and a separate pair of
another value. When no better
hand combination has been
made the highest three cards
wins. If these three cards are of
the same value the highest pair
wins.

Showdown Hand: Kh, Kc, Kd, Ts, Tc

Poker
In the common case that there’s
no Straight Flush available the
highest four cards with the same
value wins. For the same four
card combinations (only in the
rare case that Poker is on the
board) the Kicker card value
becomes important.

Showdown Hand: 3c, 3s, 3h, 3d, Kd

Straight Flush Draw
Fundamentally for most cases a
High Card hand with a whole lot
of developing potential to either a
Straight Flush hand, a Flush
hand, or also a Straight hand.
Besides it could be any worse
ranked hand combination that
could improve by card drawing
into such a Straight Flush hand.

Drawing Hand: Qc, Jc, Tc, 9c

Straight Flush
It’s the last hand category and
thus the strongest. The Royal
Flush is simply the absolutely
highest ranked Straight Flush
variation with an Ace of the
according suit. After
exceptionally two Straight
Flushes have been dealt the
higher five sequential cards with
decreasing values of the same
suits wins.

Showdown Hand: Qc, Jc, Tc, 9c, 8c

Environments of Hold’em Poker:
Cash Game or Tournament
Texas Hold’em Poker is played either as a Cash Game or as a Tournament. It’s all
about the moment when you get paid.
Tournament
For a tournament you have to spend a buy-in and receive a stack of playing chips
in return. A Tournament offers a paying structure for the best remaining players.
When someone has lost his entire stack he’s out of the tournament. Therefore his
according rank can be evaluated backwardly. As a result of this to find the winner it
needs to be played until to its end. That’s the point when only two entrants remain
(this is called a heads-up) and one of them looses his entire stack.
Normally only a small amount of all the players are well paid. This implies you
have to choose your hole cards more carefully compared to cash games. The
risks you should take are additionally related to the phase of the tournament and
your stack-size compared to the others. The phase of a tournament is given by
the size of the current blind-level. It’s nice to split the overall duration into three
phases: Early, Middle, Late.
Because nobody wants to be the next to go home the stack-size compared to your
involved opponents becomes more and more important during the progression of
the game.
The blinds might start with 50 Chips/100 Chips for the Small Blind/Big Blind (Early
Phase). Thereafter the blind-levels are increasing periodically (e.g. after 20 min).
After, say, 2 hours of progression the middle phase arrives with 1k/2k-blinds and so
on. In the late phase after 4 hours of game play it all might end with huge 5k/10kblinds.
In the later stages of a tournament there are often other forced obligation bets, called
antes. The ante has to be paid by all players in advance. Therefore every lay-down
leads to the loss of the ante. This has been done to create more action.
This means in effect the stack of anyone involved should increase during the same
period. It’s a good conclusion that the chip count given as a factor of the Big Blind
should at lest not decrease of the long term.
When you haven’t got 10 Big Blinds left you’re becoming a short stack. Very often
these so called short stacks behave a bit more aggressively and fight back for the
blinds.
This leads to the conclusion that for a tournament it isn’t quite enough to only choose
positive expectation games, when having any doubts about your perspectives. You
can easily loose your entire stack by playing only profitable hands. Therefore your
opponent’s skill and betting patterns are even more important, especially when your
opponent has your stack completely covered…

Say, you hold As, Jc and the Flop is Jh, Th, 4s – Top Pair with Top Kicker, what
sounds really nice. After the ordinary pot-sized bet (5 times Big Blind) your opponent
shoves (all-in declaration with his remaining 18 Big Blinds). Because your opponent
is a good relative aggressive player on the Dealer-Button, he might have a high value
bluffing hand. Such a hand is either a Top Flush Draw {Ah, 2h}, a Top Straight Draw
with Over cards, like {Ks, Qh}, or even a Straight Flush Draw, like {Kh, 9h}. Perhaps
he has a hidden over pair, like {Ac, Ah}, or possibly a Three of a Kind hand, like {4c,
4h}. Either way, when calling such an opponent you’re running behind. This is
because of your equity of winning the Showdown that is lower than your opponent’s.
Furthermore this specific game example offers a very high variance. During a Cash
Game, you would say ok 45.64% is good enough. From a mathematical point-of-view
the expected gain per game is 6 Big Blinds – but during a Tournament, it’s rather a
lay-down. This is because with 8 remaining Big Blinds you can find a better and safer
spot to be in; but with only 4 Big Blinds left, you would gamble it up. Nevertheless, it’s
roughly a coin-flip.
A winning strategy for tournaments is to start everything a bit more tightly
compared to the others. Furthermore you have to carefully adapt your own
playing occurrence to fit the tables playing preference. When anyone involved
is very loose you also have to play more hands. That’s because otherwise you
won’t see enough strong hands. On the other side when the vast majority of
player is playing very tightly it’s your own damn fault when you play too often.
When posting the blinds become painful you should try to play more hands
when nobody raises massively. You have to start going after players who
obviously try to steal your posted blinds. This is especially valid when your
hand’s value is likely superior or your opponent is bluffing very frequently.
Finally, when you’re reaching the final table you need to take greater risks.
That’s done in order to have enough chips for hopefully reaching the first
place. That’s because in the latter phases of a tournament once in an episode
(after you have been on all positions) you’re forced to win a game. That’s only
for being more or less able to hold your stack. Otherwise the blinds/antes are
way too big to remain competitive. When your stack gets way too short (3-5 Big
Blinds) you become less powerful. This means you get called by bigger stacks
or fooled more often.
In multi-table tournaments (100 players or more) you have already done a great
job. This means normally (depending on the number of players and tournament
specs) that you have reached the price-pool. It’s often about 10% of the
number of involved players who get paid.
But remember this; the difference in cash between 2nd, 3rd and 4th is often very
impressive. From time to time it’s better to fold a good catch, which would be
very profitable shove in a cash game. That’s even truer because at the end
most remaining players have the tendency to increase their overall aggression.
With other words they obsessively try to defeat each others by shoving a lot of
hands…

Cash Game
A cash game is played using your real used currency (Dollar, Pound, Swiss
Francs, Euro …) instead of using abstract playing chips. This means the reward you
get is instantly. You get paid or loose your money hand by hand. Therefore it all
starts and ends when you decide to.
Profitable cash games are chosen with statistical considerations. The outcome of
a single game and the stack-size is less important compared to tournaments. In cash
games it’s all about choosing as many reward able games as you can spot. The cash
you can use is theoretically unlimited and as a result of this you can take greater
risks.
Play money
Most poker rooms or social poker sites also offer the feature to play with virtual
money. This means you only do it for fun using play money. It’s recommended to
start your poker career here without loosing your earnings. But you have to be
aware that there are some differences between real money and play money games…
The most important fact is that bluffing becomes less useful because people don’t
fold often and rather gamble. From this weakness you can benefit when you only
play for value. In my opinion you also have to over-bet your strongest hands in
comparison to real money games.

Game Theory
Every remaining hand combination has its share to win the pot. This is also called
equity and means your chance to win with your own dealt hand. It’s always
depending on all the other hand shares. Each share is finally dependant from the
face-up community cards. In other words it’s always best to have to greatest
chances to win on your side. More often than not, it remains on the strongest dealt
starting hand in play.
Your chance of winning a contested game (at least 1 remaining opponent)
together with the likelihood that every opponent folds his holding (fold equity
for an uncontested game) is the base for finding out the expected value (EV).
This value definition describes your average outcome gain / loss on the following
stage of the game. This value is either positive, when betting is profitable and
favourable (+EV) or negative, when it’s unprofitable and most times wrong (-EV).
A rewarding game is something that would generate profit when repeatedly
done. These positive expectation games are so called +EV (positive expected
value). Otherwise, when a game isn’t profitable in the long run the term
negative expectation game or –EV (negative expected value) is applied.

A winning strategy is based on reading your involved opponents’ strength and
comparing your model with the occurred reality:
The target is to classify every opponent between loose or tight and aggressive
or passive.
That game style describes how an opponent is acting. There are two labels on
each side of the known playing spectrum:
1. Loose playing behaviour stands for playing most of the dealt cards. Such a
player is eager to play. The number of his played hands might be greater than
the number of folded ones. His worst hands might include 36, 56, 89 or J2s.
2. A tight player only plays hands with strong potential. He is very patient. He is
waiting for at least two high card values like QJ, KQ, KT, AT or any pair.
Therefore the number of played hands is definitely less than the number of
folded ones.
How someone is acting is always reflected by the ratio of the amount
played/raised hands in respect of his overall received hand count.
By counting how often things happen you improve your perception
round by round…

Math Fundamentals
The key concept behind iRuleThem is that every poker hand has its chance to win
the game with the strongest 5-card hand combination. It’s given as a mathematical
expression. It’s the result of the wins divided by the tries. In order to describe your
chances the term probability of winning is used.
Think of it as follow:
You evaluate your hand’s outcomes of the next game stage against your
opponents’ hands n times (variable n). You count each time you have won
(variable w). The fraction of all the wins w divided by the number of tries n
shows you, how expectable you hold the finest 5-card hand combination. It’s a
fraction between 0 and 1, whereas both delimiters are included.
Stages of the game
Because of further wagering it’s very important to recognize that only the following
stage (Flop / Turn / River) affects your probability outcome. Except someone
declares an all-in statement or the user has committed too much chips/money,
thereafter every missing community card has to be drawn first to complete the hand.

Beat a specific game
Success depends on the conclusion that your commencing hand’s value has to be
more often higher than anyone else’s. Therefore playing such a hand/situation
numerous times would generate you more chips in comparison. This fact is directly
related with your probability of winning. Fundamentally, when your chance is too low
you’re in need of lucky cards (e.g. hit the drawn turn). Otherwise during most cases
you could only win the pot with a very aggressive bluff tactic.
With the strategy in mind to prefer profitable situations rather than gambling,
the ending of a single game doesn’t matter so much. Of curse you’re adapting
your range of played/raised hands depending on your opponent’s style, skill,
previous action and your position. Nevertheless, you don’t waste your chips
away by playing too often low or mediocre starting hands.
For most of the poker player out there it’s the experience that makes them a
long term winner. That knowhow how to decide when the dealt cards are good
in play is very success relevant.
iRuleThem is a nice way to receive such information…
Odds ratio
In the US the term odds of winning or odds against are often used instead. There is
also another approach. The odds are describing the probability value as ratio
between success and failure. They’re seen from your own perspective. That means
the odds are the ratio between your success and others. The odds against are
inverted odds. They are describing the ratio between others success and yours.
Basic Understanding
When the probability is 0.0, respectively the odds are 1 to ∞, this means that every
possible outcome leads to failure. You are going to loose your hand against a
stronger hand after each try. Your perspective of winning the pot is here called an
impossible event.
Otherwise when it’s 1.0 respectively ∞ to 1 that means winning is guaranteed. This
is called a certain event.
Remember: Without an all-in declaration, your perspective only affects the
following stage of the game.

Coin-Flip or Pocket-Pair against Over Cards

A coin-flip offers a probability of 0.5 respectively odds of 1 to 1 of receiving Heads or
Tails. That’s about the matchup starting hand probability of any lower pair against
two over cards played with an all-in declaration. This implies that every second
time it’s expected to have success. With other words you need two tries to make it
once.
Dice or Open Ended Straight Draw
developed to the winning hand

When having a cubical dice, there are 6 different outcomes. Therefore your
probability to roll a six is 0.167 or 1 in 6. Your odds are 1 to 5. This is a little less
than the probability of receiving a straight on the turn after you have seen an open
ended straight draw on post-flop time. This leads to the conclusion that you need
about 6 probes to receive the same mean chance of 1.0.
Flush Draw
developed to the winning hand

The probability of receiving a flush on the turn after you have a flush draw on
post-flop time is 0.20 or 1 in 5. Your odds are 1 to 4. It’s a tiny bit likelier than with
the dice, what means you need exactly 5 trials on average for reaching the same
likelihood of 1.0.

Probability / Odds in iRuleThem
Once the simulation is running or an evaluation has been completed the hand’s
winning positions are displaying. The pos0 and pos1 indices are replaced with the
current stage of the game (hand, flop, turn, river).
Supported are odds, percentage or value:
- win(pos0) is the probability or the odds of winning before drawing the following
communities.
- win(pos1) is after these community cards have been drawn.
- draw ends/wins is the relative share of your winnings that have at least another
winner (pot splits). The pot is shared between all the winners holding the same 5card poker hand. It stems from the calculation of the amount of draw ends divided by
the amount of games with a positive ending (won/tied).

Starting Hand Rankings and Hand Ranges
Generally there are 169 unique starting hands building the overall range from 32
to AA. Each starting hand builds its own range (group of stronger/weaker hands)
defined by its rank from 1 to 169 inclusively. All these ranks are ordering every
starting hand according to its natural playing potential (inherent chance of
winning). This condition is valid for every possible configuration (number overall
opponents / pre-flop shove). Changing the configuration means also to switch to
use different starting hand rankings. E.g. deuces aren’t as powerful when played
on all-in. This means the hand’s ranking gets much worse after enabling all-in.
Any starting hand with a rank that is smaller or equal than a rank of another
barrier-hand is concerned to be stronger. A commencing hand range is a valid
barrier hand with an ending ‘+’ or ‘-’ sign:

+
-

The plus sign is used if the range should include any starting hand that
is stronger or equal strong than the hand given (same as min. function,
low limit).
The minus sign means any starting hand that is weaker or equal strong
than the compare hand (same as max. function, high limit).

10-Player-Table without pre-flop all-in
The range AK+ has its rank of 8. It’s the range of the hands {AK, AKs, 99, TT, JJ,
QQ, KK, AA}. Such a hand occurs with a frequency of 0.039. That means you need
about 26 drawn starting hands to reach
such a monster for once. If someone
plays every dealt hand, he uses the
range 32+ with a playing frequency of
1.0. On the opposite every 221st hand
would result in the range of AA+ –
playing frequency = 1/221.
What you might have recognized is that
the occurrence probability of the
generalized hand AA (6 combinations)
is the same as its given frequency. The
range KK+ is adding another pair what
leads to 2 times the frequency of AA+.
Therefore you need a few more than
100 hands on average for your meeting
with King Kong or Pocket Rockets.
Another valid range is J6s+ (ranked with
91 what leads to 91 different starting
hands). The range J6s+ means that
every second hand is played for real.
This is equal to a playing frequency of
0.5. That’s because the potential of the
generalized suited hand J6s is exactly
in between all draw able hands. Such a specific hand e.g. Jh,6h (not the range) has
the same impact as an opponent playing every single hand.

10-Player-Table with pre-flop all-in
Now the range AK+ is ranked 6th.
Such a hand occurs with a frequency
of 0.03. The range features the hands
{AK, AKs, JJ, QQ, KK, AA}. As you
can conclude the hand AK gets
stronger, when played with an all-in
declaration. The important question
here is this: Is my opponent able to call
with worse? That’s because against
Kings or Aces it normally would end
disastrous.

Navigation on any device
These navigation buttons are changing the currently displayed app segment.

Enters the Pot Odds Analyzer
on the Setup Screen right to the board
Back to Setup (left or right aligned)
at the top of various screens
(Speech: ‘setup screen’)
Opens the documentation
on the Setup Screen attached to the logo
Enters the Single Deal Mode
on the Setup Screen next to the hole cards /
right in the middle of card dealing interface
Furthermore there’re some buttons, located on the bottom of each device.
[<] Hands
[>] Detail
[<] Setup

Starting hand ranking table for given configuration
Results diagrams and text
Back to Setup / Back to Single Deal Mode (if enabled)

Enters configuration
Enters the configuration
(and aborts a currently running simulation)
on the Setup Screen in bottom navigation bar
(Speech: ‘configuration screen’)

Configuration Navigation – iPod Touch/iPhone only
On the Configuration Screen:
Navigate to next / previous configuration
page
[D1: Config. Hand Ranges]

↔

[D2: Config. Overall Settings]

Changes the currently displayed configuration page

Setup Navigation – iPod Touch/iPhone only
On C: Setup Screen:
change view portion ↔
[C1: Board]

↔

[C2: Opponent cards]

↔

[C3: Tap’Counter]

Setup topic navigation: from Board to Opponents
Thereafter from Opponents to the Tap’Counter and backwards

Results Navigation – iPod Touch/iPhone only
On the Detail Screen:
change view portion ↔
[R1: Results detail]

↔

[R2: Results text]

Changes from the Diagrams to the Text screen and vice versa

Basic Card
Selection

